NON PROFITS CAN PROFIT WITH
PROFESSIONAL REPRESENTATION.

NON PROFIT TENANT REPRESENTATION
There are many things for an Executive Director to
consider associated with an office relocation or long
range strategic facility plan. With a non-profit the
mission of the organization must be the priority.
When you are represented by Bacon Commercial, you
can rest assured that the organization’s mission and
harmony will be preserved.
Over the years we have worked with organizations
that have stopped and started facility relocations.
Most the time an organization stops a facility
relocation process because the upfront work was not
thoughtfully completed. While at first glance
relocation may seem like a great way to go, after a
complete analysis, it may be concluded that staying
put and re-organizing work space is the best course of
action.
It is very difficult for an executive Director to
effectively orchestrate a strategic plan and facility
relocation. Bacon Commercial Real Estate’s role is to
quarterback the process to insure that everyone
within the organization involved – executive Director,
staff and The Board are provided a clear and objective
analysis (with no transaction agenda). BACON
Commercial Real Estate seeks to understand all the
participant’s roles and acts as intermediary between
the organization’s strategic committee and the
various trades such as architects, attorneys, financial
consultants and developers. Bacon Commercial Real

Estate synthesizes all the data so that your
organization can move ahead with a clear road map.
Over half the time a renewal/lease renegotiation is
the most compelling choice. However, if it is
determined that it is in the best interest of the
organization to relocate, then the relocation process
will be orchestrated by BCRE.

Rick Fowler, Executive
Director of the Community
College Foundation:
“I have had the pleasure of
working with Tom Bacon over
several years, and I would
recommend him without
hesitation. He is professional,
diligent and a skilled
negotiator. He really helped
my organization during a
very challenging time.”

Contact me today for a free market report, property valuation,
or to talk about your current and future leasing needs.

NON PROFITS CAN PROFIT WITH
PROFESSIONAL REPRESENTATION.

NON PROFIT DIFFERENTIATION
Typically, with private sector entities there are few,
if any, layers to the decision making process. With a
non-profit Organization you have several layers. These
layers include:
•
•
•
•
•

The Executive Director
The Board
Staff
Donors
Affiliated Non Profits

Bacon CRE is the ideal team member to insure that
each layer is kept in the loop. Not only does BCRE
orchestrate the transaction, BCRE works hard to make
the Executive Director look good.
The Process of renewing or relocating are very similar.
Even if you think it is likely your organization will
renew, you still need to go through the process of
evaluating the market and survey the options. Bacon
Commercial will orchestrate the process to insure that
your organization is treated fairly and secures a good
deal. For more Detail see the “Six Reasons to Hire a
Broker” at www.baconcre.com/blog.

Rick Jennings, Director of
Fathers and Families:
“I worked with Tom when my
organization was looking for
a new facility. He took the
time to thoroughly
understand what we were
trying to accomplish and then
found us a great facility. Not
only did he find us the perfect
building, he negotiated
competitive economics and
dealt with all the lease
language to insure we were
adequately protected in the
lease.”

Contact me today for a free market report, property valuation,
or to talk about your current and future leasing needs.

